Innovation for Safety
Secure hazards by floor apertures
As an employer, contractor or safety advisor you know that safety takes precedence over everything.
But how to protect workers from hazards with floor apertures created by utility services?

The Solution is:

“GAPGUARD”
NEW product to secure floor apertures on construction sites and work platforms in the industry.

Cost effective, safe, light, stainless, quick, adaptable, reusable and strong.

What does Gapguard?
“Gapguard” covers temporary or permanent, symmetrical or asymmetrical, dangerous gaps on construction
sites and work platforms in the industry.
It is addressed to floor openings where pipes, cables, ducts run through temporary or permanent.
These floor apertures cause a double hazard: Tools and materials can fall through these gaps.
People accessing these areas can stumble, slip, trip, and fall or be pinched.

With “Gapguard” this is history and skillfully protected.
What makes "GAPGUARD" unique?
“Gapguard” "Is composed of two half-moons and different synthetic filler pieces in order to close small or
large apertures - from 60 to 640 mm.
Anyone can install “Gapguard” quick and easily without the need for specialist’s tools.
A complete set weighs only 2,5 kg.
The highly visible colours of “Gapguard” provide the imminent hazard.
After construction works are completed click "Gapguard" apart again and reuse it on another site,
in short: cost saving!
“Gapguard” has also fire retardant properties and can be used on all construction sites, offshore platforms,
chemical plants, refineries and power plants.
"Gapguard" meets European standards for work at height.
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